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Life-Saving Rescues
You share your incredible
stories with us.

BIG PLANS
FOR ‘ISA’

AROUND AUSTRALIA
IN A TRACTOR!

A LIFETIME
OF SERVICE

Exciting update on our
new Mount Isa Base.

How one young Queenslander
is raising vital funds for the
Flying Doctor.

Honouring
Queensland’s Dr Don.
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CEO WELCOME

MEETING
CHALLENGES

When I sat down to write to you this time
last year, the world looked quite different.
While day to day, much of our life-saving
work continued as usual, the future was still
uncertain. Today, I am hopeful that we will
soon return to a new normal.
For the Royal Flying Doctor Service
(Queensland Section) (RFDS), the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic has been wide-ranging.
From equipping our medical crew with
personal protective equipment, to investing
in sanitising equipment for our aircraft, your
support has enabled us to meet the challenges
head-on without ever compromising the
health and wellbeing of our patients.
Today, we enter a new phase in our recovery.
On page 3 you can read about the important
role the Flying Doctor, and your support, will
play in Queensland’s vaccine rollout.
Your support is keeping rural communities
safe from harm.
Recently I was also reminded of how many
of you have a very personal connection
with the Flying Doctor, while reading through
the many responses we received to our
supporter survey.
You can hear more from your fellow
supporters on pages 5 and 6.

head-on

I’m also delighted to share an update about
our new Mount Isa Base. Turn to page 11 to
find out how your support will transform
patient care in the outback town.
The Flying Doctor is not simply a medical
service, it’s a community of people
committed to the health and wellbeing of
Queenslanders everywhere.

That’s why I am also proud and humbled that
we have once again been named Australia’s
Most Reputable Charity in the Charity
RepTrak study and Most Trusted Charity in
the Reader’s Digest Trusted Brands survey.
It’s a reflection of the passion shared by
each and every one of our staff and the
commitment shown by each and every
one of you, our kind supporters.
I hope you enjoy this latest edition of
Your Flying Doctor magazine.

Meredith Staib
Chief Executive Officer
Royal Flying Doctor Service
(Queensland Section)

passion

STAFF STORIES

A LIFELONG

RFDS pilot, Dave Collins.

For RFDS pilot,
Dave Collins, aircraft
are a lifelong passion.
As a child growing up in
Lismore, northern NSW, Dave
remembers his mum driving
him and his three brothers to
the airport, just to watch the
aircraft take off and land.
“I was amazed at these big
machines made out of metal
that could fly” recalls Dave,
“I was only four or five years
old when I thought I wanted
to fly an aircraft.”
At school, Dave started
flying remote-controlled
aeroplanes. Then, aged
20, a friend suggested
he try a 30-minute trial
instruction flight.

RFDS pilots like Dave are an integral part of the crew — both in the air and on
the ground.

pilot license and started his
first job as a pilot on a cattle
station on the Queensland
Northern Territory border.
He didn’t know it at the
time, but that job would
change Dave’s life in more
ways than one.

“I loved it,” he said, “I was
hooked, well and truly.
Flying was freedom.”

On the station, Dave met
his future wife, Claire, who
was working as a governess.
He also had his first contact
with the Flying Doctor,
hearing the RFDS aircraft
arrive late at night at nearby
Camooweal Airport.

Four years later, Dave
obtained his commercial

Dave is now approaching
10 years as a pilot with the

Flying Doctor and it’s the
variety of work that he loves:
“Day to day, I never know
what I’m going to be doing.
It could be a doctor flight, a
nurse-only flight, a retrieval
flight to pick up a newborn
baby or a sick child.”
It remains to be seen
whether any of Dave’s three
daughters, Haylea, 10, Leni,
8 or Ashleigh, 3 share their
dad’s passion for aircraft.
As for Dave, he’s not going
anywhere:
“This is a dream job. I’m
happy to keep flying as
long as I can.”

Principal Partner Together we connect regional, rural and remote Queenslanders
to the critical care they need. Proud partners of the RFDS since 2009.
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WORLD-CLASS HEALTHCARE

KEEPING REMOTE COMMUNITIES

If you live in one of
our major cities, it’s
likely you’ve had or
been offered your
COVID-19 vaccine.
And chances are, you don’t
live too far from your GP
or one of Queensland’s
vaccination hubs.
However, for people
who live and work in
Queensland’s remote
communities, the closest
medical facility could be
over a day’s drive away.
Since the start of the
pandemic, your support has
enabled the Flying Doctor to
protect the lives of people
living and working in the most
remote corners of Australia by

providing evacuations, swab
transfers, and 189 fly-in GP
respiratory clinics.
With your help, the Flying
Doctor has supported
almost 3,000 patients
across the country
with confirmed or high
suspected COVID-19.
We’ve also created a series
of fact sheets on prevention,
symptoms and what to do
if you feel you may have
COVID-19.
The Minister for Rural Health,
Hon Minister Mark Coulton,
recently acknowledged the
unique role of the RFDS
in safeguarding the health
and wellbeing of Australia’s
remote communities:

safe

“Nobody knows remote
communities like the RFDS,
and it makes sense for the
Government to utilise their
capacity and knowledge to
ensure all Australians are
protected against this
global pandemic.”
COVID-19 vaccinations
began in remote
Queensland at the
end of March, with the
communities of Birdsville
and Yowah being among
the first to receive their
protective jabs.

The roll out now continues,
with planning underway
for vaccination clinics
in an additional 80 remote
communities across
the country.

Thank You

Your ongoing support
is bringing worldclass healthcare

to all Australians,
no matter where
they live.
Dr Don Bowley OAM receives his COVID-19 vaccination.

PATIENT STORIES

scenes

BEHIND THE

The Rockhampton RFDS base first opened in 1995.

Christine Cameron, a
lifelong Rockhampton
resident, recently won a
competition to tour our
Rockhampton Base.

Laura Foy, still serve with the
Flying Doctor in Brisbane.

The competition was made
possible thanks to our
partnership with QSuper,
who gave its members the
opportunity to win a private
tour of an RFDS base.

“Everyone knows, if you get
sick, you catch an aircraft
south with the RFDS.”

Christine entered the
competition hopeful she
would be able to say thank
you to RFDS staff and
volunteers who tirelessly
care for her community,
including when she needed
them the most.
“I had a heart problem. They
called the Flying Doctor to
the Base Hospital and I was
transported to the Prince
Charles Hospital in Brisbane.”
The crew who flew Christine
that day, Senior Base Pilot
Steve Wallace and Flight Nurse

Christine is all too aware that
without their help, she may
not be here today.

Working life at our bases is
fast-paced and high-stakes,
and much of the important
work goes on behind the
scenes. Christine’s tour of
the RFDS Rockhampton
Base provided her a unique
opportunity to understand
how the whole operation
comes together.
Over the past two years,
QSuper’s partnership with
RFDS has helped to amplify
the important work of the
Flying Doctor, with both
organisations committed
to supporting the wellbeing
of Queensland’s healthcare
sector and the community.

Christine Cameron.

One thing QSuper’s
members and other
Queenslanders have in
common is that one day
they, or someone they know,
may need help from the
RFDS, just like Christine did.

Thanks to You

people living in rural

and remote communities
know they can rely on
the Flying Doctor in
their time of need.

Thank you to our Principal Partner, QSuper, for supporting ongoing training of our RFDS flight
nurses across Queensland.
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SUPPORTER STORIES

SUPPORTER STORIES:

Life-Saving Rescues

There are so many stories of RFDS life-saving rescues. Here, some
of our wonderful supporters share their incredible stories with us ...

“In 2013 I was rushed by
RFDS from Rockhampton
to Brisbane and had two
stents inserted in my heart
arteries which saved my
life. I celebrated my 90th
birthday in April.”

“We were living at Camooweal
and my brother pulled a boiling
saucepan of water down on
himself. It hit his leg and he
was screaming. A nurse at the
local hospital called the Flying
Doctor who came and tended
to my brother’s leg. Thanks to
their expert help, he survived
and has very little scarring.”

“At 48, I was flown to Brisbane by the RFDS.
I had a brain scan and four aneurysms were
found in my brain and I was operated on
immediately. Thank you for saving my life.”

“In 2005 I suffered
a brain aneurysm
and was transported
to Brisbane from
Townsville by RFDS.
This saved my life!”

“Thirty years ago my husband was
seriously burnt when trying to prevent
a bushfire coming into our property.
He had no flesh left from his waist
to his ankles, but managed to ride
the four wheeler eight miles back to
the homestead and call for help. The
RFDS flew him to Brisbane, where he
was taken care of for a month.”

“Our son was hit by a
vehicle with a bull bar
when he was working.
He suffered severe
head injuries — skull
fractured side to
side & front to back
and a torn eardrum.
If not for the Flying
Doctor taking him to
Townsville he would
not be here — we will
be forever grateful
to them.”

Thanks to Everyone

who shared their stories as part
of our recent supporter survey.

And thanks to all of you who make
these life-saving rescues possible.

SUPPORTER STORIES
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SUPPORTER STORIES:

Your Views

Flight Nurse, Haidee Kerr, provides care to an RFDS patient.

Our recent supporter survey asked some important questions about the work
we do and how you feel about supporting RFDS. Here’s what you told us:

63%

of you told us the most
important outcome
from the work of the
Flying Doctor is ensuring
people in regional, rural
and remote areas have
access to the same
healthcare as every
other Australian.

These are the words you use
to describe your support:

Loyal

Caring

Compassionate

Helpful

Australian

Supportive

Why do you support the Flying Doctor?
39% of you told us the Flying
Doctor is an essential service for
people that live, work and travel
in rural and remote Queensland.
21% of you support RFDS
because you really respect the
job the team does and you
admire the history of the Flying
Doctor, including the founding
story by Rev John Flynn.
How donating to RFDS makes you feel:
29% say donating is your
way of expressing support for
an organisation that saves lives.
22% say you are making sure
someone is there in an emergency.
20% say you are showing your
support for those who live in
the country.

82%

of you strongly agree
that you care deeply
about the work of the
Flying Doctor and feel
a strong commitment
to our ambitious goals
and aspirations.

Thank you

to all the wonderful supporters

who responded to our survey. Your
feedback helps us communicate
with you better and find other
generous people like you to

support our life-saving work.
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REAL LIFE STORIES

SAM HUGHES

The Travelling
Jackaroo

.

Sam, with his travel companion, Bitsa

Fundraising at Roma

18-year-old Sam
Hughes from Maleny
is on the Australian
adventure of a lifetime.
Sam has decked out a bright
orange, 1957 Chamberlain
9G tractor called ‘Slim’,
hitched up a similarly
eye-catching trailer with
the body of a small RFDS
aircraft replica on top, and
is making his way around
Australia at a top speed of
40 kilometres per hour.
Along the way, he’ll be
raising money for the Flying
Doctor, as he was always
taught that if he can help
others out, he should.

“The world’s not in a good
place is it, so if I can make
it a bit better, then I will,”
Sam said.
Since he was 14, Sam has
been working hard, buying
and selling machinery that’s
allowed him to buy the
tractor and fit it out — and
he’s always dreamed of
seeing Australia.
“Mum and Dad think I’m nuts,
but they’re also very proud
now that I’ve started,” Sam said.
Sam originally planned a year
off, but he now thinks it might
extend to 18 months or more.
“The longer I travel, the more
I raise for charity,” is how
Sam looks at it.

Main Street.

His journey was interrupted
by some mechanical issues at
Roma but he managed to get
these fixed and make history,
being the first person to
drive a tractor on the Roma
drag strip.
“Slim cracked about 45 kph
on the strip, much to the
amusement of the dragsters
doing 150 mph,” Sam told
his Facebook followers.
“So yep that’s another thing
to check off the bucket list,
drag race a tractor.”
Sam says travel and road
safety is his first priority, his
second is to fill the many
hours out on the road
rocking out with a USB stick

REAL LIFE STORIES

“Slim”, Sam’s brig
ht orange
tractor, with tra
iler and model
RFDS aircraft in
tow.

Sam chats to RFDS Fli
ght Nurse,
Diane Dowrick.

wn of Maleny
Sam left his hometo
s year.
thi
rch
on the 21st Ma

full of 1,500 Slim Dusty
songs, along with a few other
country music favourites.
When he’s not behind the
wheel, he’s parked up for the
night, sharing a meal with a
nearby grey nomad group
and his dog, Bitsa.
“I’m just one of the few
18-year-olds who likes to
appreciate the landscape,”
he said. “It’s always changing,
and I enjoy meeting new
people along the way.”
He knows it will be a long
trip, full of ups and downs,
but he’s grateful for the
support he’s received from
locals and his 45,000 social
media followers.

Sam’s journey
will take him
right around
Australia.

“People are waiting
along the way for me
— I announce on my
Facebook page that I’m
leaving a town and they
calculate when I’ll be going
past their turnoff, to come
out and give me a wave.”
“This support will help greatly
in keeping this trip on the
road, getting the word out
and fundraising for RFDS.”
Sam is also prepared for any
mechanical issues he might
encounter throughout his
long journey.
“At its core, this is a
50-year-old tractor taking
up to a 13,500 km trip on
rough dirt roads.”

It’s a tough ask, and there’s
a long road ahead, but it’s
all worth it if you ask Sam.

Thank You

to Sam and everyone
who is out there,
raising much needed
awareness and funds
to support people
living in regional,
rural and remote
Queensland.
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RFDS DENTAL SERVICE

smiles

MILES AND
MILES OF

The RFDS provides
dental care:

At no costs to patients
The RFDS Dental
Service is provided for
free to all patients.

Normanton

The RFDS Dental
Service operates as
a mobile clinic and
provides scheduled
outreach visits, saving
the need for patients
to travel. To date, the
Service has travelled
more than 63,000 km
to rural and remote
Queensland.

Between 2013 and 2019,
the RFDS Dental Service
visited 24 rural and remote
communities across
Queensland, where 8,161
patients accessed the
service 15,149 times.

Greenvale
Camooweal

That is close to where
patients’ live and work

It’s been a busy few
years for the RFDS
Dental Service since
our re-launch in 2013.
Here’s just a snapshot
of what the team has
been up to.

Richmond

Hughenden

Dajarra

Bowen
Collinsville

Moranbah

Winton

Clermont

Boulia

Bedourie
Jundah

Blackall
Tambo

Sapphire
Dingo
Springsure
Rolleston
Monto
Theodore
Cherbourg
Tara

Size is proportionate to the number of patient visits at each location that RFDS Dental Service was delivered.

That is trusted by
the community
Patients’ trust in the
RFDS encourages
greater use of the
RFDS Dental Service.
Our dental service offers preventative care and
treatment for a range of oral health conditions.

RFDS DENTAL SERVICE
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Our dental team provide a professional and friendly service to Queensland’s most remote communities.

“Love the service and workers.
You are true heroes in our
outback rural towns.”

What would you have done if the
RFDS Dental Service was not available?
I would have travelled
to another town for
treatment

“I grew up with fear

Nothing, I would not
have sought treatment

More than 30%
of people would
not have sought
treatment.

I would have gone to
a GP or hospital

of the dentist due to
cruelty. The kindness
shown to me was
heart-warming.”

I would have tried to
fix the problem myself
O%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

% respondents

Source: BDO survey of RFDS Dental Service patients (2020)

Thank You

“I hadn’t been to a dentist in years
because I had received terrible
treatment. These people were so
kind to me. I was very overwhelmed
by their manner and kindness.”

for helping bring
world-class

dental care to
Queensland’s

rural and remote
RFDS Principal Dentist,
Ferrol Cheyne.

communities.

Principal Partner

Thank you to the Dental Service’s
founding partner QCoal for their
continued support of the Flying
Doctor over the past 10 years.
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MOUNT ISA BASE UPDATE

PUTTING PATIENTS

first

We recently asked for your help to build a new Aeromedical Base
and Patient Transfer Facility in Mount Isa.
In our heartland and just
a short distance from our
birthplace of Cloncurry, the
existing Mount Isa Base has
served us well for 60 years,
but its aged and dated
facilities mean a new base
is the only viable option.
The response from
supporters across the
entire state has been
extraordinary.
Thanks to you, fundraising
for our new base is off to
an amazing start!
RFDS Flight Nurse Sabrina
knows what a new base
will mean to patients
and their families.

“Our dated facility lacks any
space for patients and their
families to wait in comfort.
There’s a single toilet and
no shower for staff or
patients. There’s no parking,
no ambulance bay and no
rooms for staff that are on
call around the clock”.
Fortunately, our new base
will house our aircraft,
our staff and include a
state-of-the-art Patient
Transfer Facility — all while
prioritising the needs of
patients and their families.
Families, just like Ollie and
his parents Ebony and Joe.
After experiencing issues
with his heart at birth, and

Ebony, Joe and baby, Oliver.

later fluid on the brain,
the adorable Ollie has
been picked up and flown
to our existing base in
Mount Isa twice!

MOUNT ISA BASE UPDATE

1
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The new, built-for-purpose base in Mount Isa will allow Flying Doctor crews to deliver even greater levels of patient care.

2

NORTH WEST PERSPECTIVE

Our new base will greatly improve the experience for the many patients that travel through the base each day.
1

NORTH EAST PERSPECTIVE

4

SOUTH WEST PERSPECTIVE
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NORTH WEST PERSPECTIVE

The3 new
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will
also feature new break rooms for on-call clinical staff, additional staff car parking and emergency vehicles.
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STAFF STORIES

DR DON BOWLEY

27 years
SERVING
RURAL AND
REMOTE
COMMUNITIES
THROUGH
THE RFDS

STAFF STORIES

To those in the
bush he’s just
called ‘Dr Don’.
To us at the Flying Doctor
he’s a living legend who has
dedicated 27 years of his life to
helping others through RFDS.
He won’t like us using
the word legend. Dr Don
Bowley OAM is a humble
man who will no doubt say,
“I’m just doing my job”.
It’s a big job, and one that’s
seen Dr Don make an
incredible difference in the
lives of thousands of families
living in remote areas of
Queensland.
As Senior Medical Officer
at our Mount Isa Base, each
day brings a new challenge.
And leading a team of
doctors performing over
960 emergency retrievals
a year certainly isn’t for the
feint-hearted.
As a boy born and raised
in the bush, Dr Don knows
firsthand the importance of
providing quality healthcare
services to those living in
the outback.
“People in the bush need
good doctors that will stay.
The need is real — when you
look at health outcomes, life
expectancy, service provision
— it’s dramatically worse the
more remote you go and
even more so when working
with First Nations peoples.”

Mount Isa Base’s 50th Anniversary.

Dr Don’s wharf in Burketown.

Dr Don’s passion for closing
the gap is unmatched, yet
he still feels indebted to his
patients and the tiny towns
where his legacy will live
on forever.

He’s also contributed to the
next generation of medical
professionals as a medical
student supervisor as part of
the John Flynn Scholarship
scheme.

“I feel part of the community,
they make me feel part of
the community. I see them
in their tough times, they see
me in my tough times. What
you receive from them —
the gratitude, appreciation
and friendship — is much
greater than what I give.”

He’s been widely recognised
with countless community
awards, culminating in being
awarded the Medal of the
Order of Australia for service
to medicine through the
RFDS in 2012. He’s even had
a wharf named after him!

One of Dr Don’s greatest
challenges is what the
Reverend John Flynn called
the “Tyranny of Distance”.
“There are people in
Western Queensland that
need to travel 600 km to
get an X-Ray. Others need
to travel more than 200 km
just to see a GP.”
Dr Don’s resume is a story
of personal sacrifice.
He’s given his life to
medicine in remote areas
across New South Wales,
the Northern Territory and
Queensland.

But he wouldn’t tell you
any of this. He would rather
just get on with the job of
helping people. Dr Don will
celebrate 25 years of service
to the RFDS (Queensland
Section) on 4 November
2021 and we thank him for
his unwavering commitment
to providing the finest care
for people living in rural and
remote communities.
Dr Don’s dedication to
training the next generation
of rural healthcare
professionals means that
many will have his passion,
wisdom, and determination
to call on.

If you’ve been lucky enough to meet the man they simply call ‘Dr Don’ and have a story
to share please let us know by emailing ceo@rfdsqld.com.au or write to us using the
reply-paid envelope supplied with this edition of Your Flying Doctor Magazine.
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RFDS HERO

A LIFE OF

compassion
AND

The lives of so many
isolated, remote Queensland
workers and their families
have been touched by the
‘mantle of safety’ provided
by the Royal Flying Doctor
Service. Bert and Doris
Patterson were one of those
isolated families that lived
on a property called Listowel
Valley 80 miles from
Blackall. They understood
the challenges of distance
and isolation. Added to
these challenges was the
pain of separation from
their children at an early
age to send their children to
boarding school to further
their education. Anita Ann
Patterson (13 February 1940
– 21 March 2020) was their
youngest child and only
daughter. She travelled to
her new home at Somerville
House from the age of eight
years until early teenage
years. Following school, she
enrolled in nursing training
at Royal Brisbane Hospital.
She never returned ‘home’.
Precious moments with
family were so few and far
between for Anita. She wrote
to her parents very soon after
arriving at boarding school,
“I am missing all of my home
life, it seems as if I am born
into a new world, but I think
I will soon get over that” ….
She never lost that spirit of
courage and determination

care

to get on with her life of
selfless community service
that is so quintessentially,’
life in the bush’. There was
no time for self-pity or
despondency. There was so
much to be done for others
with compassion and the
‘dignity of love’.

Bert and Doris Patterson
were part of the story of
the early days of flying in
outback Queensland when
the Royal Flying Doctor
Service was established.
Each year, Bert would
give the value of a ‘bale
of wool’ to each child on
the property for his or her
education. This tradition will
now continue through the
Bert and Doris Patterson
Memorial Trust to celebrate
Anita’s life with an annual
award for a young achiever
within the dedicated
professional staff of the
Flying Doctor. This in in
accord with Anita’s wishes
to reach, ‘his or her greatest
potential with the intended
outcome that the financial
assistance will enable
the recipient to progress
professionally, vocationally
and personally’.

The Reverend John Flynn
understood the people of
the west. His vision was to
overcome the tyranny of
distance with flimsy aircraft
ANITA ANN
THOMAS
and pedal
wireless. By doing
13-02-1940 to 23-03-2020
so, he touched the lives
of so many making the
unbearable, bearable. The
people of the west knew
that someone cared enough
to make a difference to
banish their aloneness.
He would be so proud if he
could now see his dream
come to fruition with a fleet
of modern aircraft, along
with a workforce of over
three hundred dedicated
professional women and
men providing a national
service that contributes to
community building for rural
and Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities
in Queensland.
This beautiful memoir was
submitted by someone
who knew and loved Anita.

If you would like to find out more about
leaving a gift to the Flying Doctor in your
Will, please contact Heather Stott,
Key Relationships Manager on
07 3852 7586 | hstott@rfdsqld.com.au

RFDS HISTORY

John F lynn

Does this little book
look familiar?
If you were at school in
Queensland in the 1960s
you may well have received
a copy of John Flynn and
the Flying Doctor Service.
The book was given to
primary school children to
teach them about Reverend
John Flynn and the early
days of the Flying Doctor.
Barry Brown’s book was first
published by Lutterworth
Press in 1960. The
illustrated book describes
our first flights, undertaken
by pilot, Arthur Affleck,
and Dr Kenyon St Vincent
Welch, back in 1928.
Arthur flew a single engine
De Haviland 50 bi-plane.
The De Haviland 50 had
a maximum speed of

AND THE FLYING
DOCTOR SERVICE

175 km and range of 610
km. Compare that to today’s
fleet of King Air B300’s —
with a max speed of 564 km
and range of 3,000 kms —
and you can appreciate the
challenges these men faced
in those early days.
Space onboard was at
a premium, with barely
enough room to carry a
stretcher and the small
transmitting and receiving
radio that allowed Dr Welch
to keep in contact with his
patients. It’s a far cry from
the ‘intensive care beds in
the sky’ that make up the
Flying Doctor fleet today.

Yet, despite the obvious
challenges, Arthur and
Dr Welch carried out an
astonishing 50 flights in that
first year, covering 20,000
miles and treating 225
patients. They saved the
lives of 10 Queenslanders
in that first year alone.

The Flying Doctor of
today owes so much to the
bravery and dedication of
our first crew, and to the
ongoing generosity of our
loyal supporters.

Do you have any Flying Doctor

memorabilia you’d like to share with us?

Please fill out the online form at rfds.co/sharemystory
and we’ll be in touch!
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RECIPES

Danny and Nathan at Chermside
shopping centre.

SWAGGIES

INGREDIENTS:
Serves 1

If you’re not a member
of our Support Crew
already, just visit
www.flyingdoctor.org.au/
qldsupportcrew
to sign up today or call
07 3852 7515 to speak
to our friendly team.
And, if you see our teams out
in your community, be sure
to pop down and say g’day!

ANTLE O
F

K

FD

Fry chops both sides in
frying pan. Drain off fat and
put layers of sliced onion
and potato in. Sprinkle with
pepper and salt and a little
flour. Cover with water and
boil until water is nearly gone.

FET Y

Support Crew members play
a vital role in keeping the
Flying Doctor in the skies.

EM

BACHELOR
RECIPES

R

If you’ve recently been in
Mount Isa, you may have
spotted our team, inviting
members of the public to
join our Support Crew with
a special monthly gift to
support the Flying Doctor
in Queensland.

H

METHOD:

SA

Do you recognise any
of these smiling faces?

T

Erol at DFO airport.

tea

3 chops
1 onion
1 potato
flour
salt & pepper

FROM
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hash

INGREDIENTS:
Serves 1

125g cooked beef
125g cooked (cold) potato
salt & pepper
30g margarine
1 – 2 tbsp thick gravy
tomato sauce
parsley or herbs

METHOD:
Cube the meat and potato.
Season. Toss in the margarine.
Place half the potato and all
meat in saucepan and mix
the gravy with sauce. Heat
gently until hot, while frying
remaining potatoes until
crisp. Turn the meat mixture
onto hot serving plate and
top with fried potatoes.
Garnish with parsley.

Principal Partner

Principal Partner

Principal Partner

1
202
C h a rit y

The Flying Doctor Podcast
We are really excited about our new national podcast called
‘The Flying Doctor’! Hosted by Lana Mitchell of the Royal Flying
Doctor Service, and produced by the new Australian ‘audio-ondemand’ platform, LiSTNR, we are positive you will enjoy this series.
You can listen to the podcast for free on the LiSTNR app,
Spotify app, iTunes, or through your favourite podcast platform.

Follow us on Facebook!
Want to keep up to date with the Flying Doctor in Queensland?
Follow us on Facebook to hear updates from the team,
including stories of how your support is making a difference.
Go to: facebook.com/RFDSQld

OUR PRINCIPAL PARTNERS

Royal Flying Doctor Service (Queensland Section)
12 Casuarina Street, BRISBANE AIRPORT QLD 4008
Ph: 07 3852 7515 E: donations@rfdsqld.com.au
flyingdoctor.org.au/qld

The Royal Flying Doctor Service is committed to eliminating all forms of
discrimination in the provision of healthcare. We embrace diversity and
welcome all people irrespective of faith, ethnicity, sexual orientation
or gender identity.
Royal Flying Doctor Service acknowledges the Australian Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the first inhabitants of the nation
and the traditional custodians of this land.

